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this is the first collection of short stories published by sonya c dodd each tale is an exploration of the human character and looks at how the main character in each story reacts to
what is happening around them this collection contains a number of different genres in this collection of short stories i discuss many aspects of my years growing up sometimes in life we hear
of the unusual lives of people s childhood and adolescence and we ask ourselves how did people survive what you do not see is the treasure trove of experiences that shapes people s lives
but it gives them a story to tell even though i grew up with a lot less than others i do not think i was ever lacking there was much love around me and i am happy for the experiences it
certainly shaped who i am in this book i honor my family and the sacrifices they made for me to accomplish my goals in addition some of the stories enclosed in this book have been with me for
a long time as i waited for the opportunity to share them with you learn about the people you come in contact with everyday there are many textures and levels that make them who they
are they have stories to tell too enjoy thirty entertaining and mostly humorous short stories comprising life experiences in which we can all relate it reminds us that every day in our life is
a unique experience and will not always be a bunch of roses as you will find in this book there will be stories of good times and times to laugh about on other occasions there will be
earthquakes in our life but also hope the writer draws on experiences in new zealand zambia thailand england scotland switzerland and australia to write entertaining stories often with a
surprise twist he captures the dramatic moments in september and february when christchurch new zealand was rocked by two large earthquakes the author was nearby a six storey building
which collapsed entombing 113 occupants an avid short story reader i thought these were brilliant and must be published the stories are not only told by brian but are brian reflecting his
witty sometime subtle sense of humour and play on words they are naturally thought provoking david r moore m prof studs dip mgt cert qa v s pritchett one of our greatest short story
writers has chosen forty one stories from nine countries written in the english language for this volume producing a collection that successfully displays the wealth and variety of an art
that spans some 200 years the united states great britain and ireland have fine traditions of short story writing that have developed from the time of sir walter scott and nathaniel
hawthorne in the twentieth century the art was perfected by ernest hemingway d h lawrence w somerset maugham john updike and v s pritchett himself other contributions in the book come
from such masters as james joyce mark twain henry james rudyard kipling frank o connor h e bates william trevor and liam o flaherty now the collection of short story masters extends to
canadian indian new zealander and australian writers who show in the works included here the full range of invention and ability in a genre that continues to flourish this is a collection of
short stories and 10 minute plays by the author that have not been previously published ���������������� reel stories is a collection of short stories nano and flash fiction the
pieces range in length from 92 words to ten pages the title reflects not only the realism portrayed in the works but also the way the stories unfold for the storyteller behind the eyes he
watches these reels roll triggered by a phrase an image a memory he knows not where the story is going until it gets there he writes to discover the story himself or perhaps as harper lee
contends the author is engaging in a self exploratory operation that is endless an exorcism not necessarily of his demon but of his divine discontent the storyteller hopes you will take the
journey with him i have no specific reason why i began writing short stories at the age of seventy five only a suspicion seventy five years is a very long time and one accumulates countless
experiences many of which lay dormant in ones mind until one day the people in those experiences begin to come together and you have no idea what to do with them they are just memories but
there is a story in each and every one of them even though it takes years to realize it so instead of just letting them sit in my old brain i began putting them together and the result is the
collection of short stories in this book i have no idea if they are interesting or not all i know is they could not stay in my mind any longer thank you for taking the time to read them the
beach a collection of short stories is a work of literary fiction ������������� ����������������������� ������������ ������������������������������������
�� this collection of short stories is the craig family s bold step towards becoming writers all five of us hopefully anyway we will look back on this and say ah this is when it all
started for the past two years our family has been entering the writersweekly com 24 hour short story writing contest the contest occurs four times a year in the spring summer fall and
winter and consists of a provided thematic prompt a 24 hour deadline and a maximum word count this book is divided into two or three stories from each contest from fall 2016 to summer
2018 while the story lengths are short and tend to fall between 750 and 1 000 words they still need to convey engaging storylines believable characters and relatable themes whitman
our family artist has illustrated each chapter based on the prompt these are not all the stories we have written for the contest just the ones we liked the best short stories ranging from
sci fi humor and horror based on various body parts richard is a recently retired loner who walks the short distance through the well manicured garden to the swimming pool as he has
every day since moving to a villa as he swims in the early morning hours a guatemalan gardener works nearby although the two men do not speak the same language they soon begin to enjoy
the benefits of an uncomplicated companionship that centers around the beauty and scent of flowers in a collection of eleven short stories rj stastny takes others on a poignant journey
into a world of fact fiction and fantasy of love unspoken and love lost magical dogs mysterious disappearances murder and international adventure it is finally time for terry davis to
leave peru his friend roberto and the peace corps to return home to teach at a small college but as a strange chain of events unfurls terry learns that roberto is not who he says he is and
even worse yet that he no longer has control over his own life every day we write our own stories the ones we are living and the others we live only in our dreams the long and short of it
pulls from the author s own experiences intertwining facts fiction and fantasy into eleven short tales that offer a fascinating glimpse into the lives of multiple characters facing diverse
challenges and obstacles fragments explores various facets of humanity through eight short stories each of different subject matter but with a shared undercurrent of what can best be
described as honest humanness there s a gravedigger s uptake of a small favor for his brother a young boy teaching his friend how to survive in a haunted house and a valiant king s attempt
to escape the clutches of death there s also the arduous endeavor of a nameless boy to prove his existence and a young girl s tortured wait for her partner s return home the daughter of a
scientist uncovers why exactly the ocean waves while a defunct human does penance for calculated murder the collection then ends off with a rework of the author s first ever published
short which first appeared in literary magazine catch the moment a tale of how an invalid flees when his home is sieged dragging along with him the village leader and her trusted advisor
fragments is jachrys first self published collection of short stories his other works have appeared in numerous literary publications of which include catch the moment the writing
cooperative the ascent the bad influence storymaker and literally literary abha iyengar s the full platter is a serving of flash fiction these short short stories deliver the punch instantly
much like how a puchka breaks in your mouth in a go releasing flavors that fill you up you reach for one more wishing to experience the sour with the sweet the liquid with the solid
everything that dissolves within you as you read one story after another the themes are universal and the moments often specific these stories reflect life held under the microscope of flash
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and reveal much of what lies beneath the masks we wear every day the burdens we carry the lives we don t live but wish to live these flash stories carry truths imbued with irony and often
a certain kind of humor and will be relished long after the first read ���������������������12���� ��20������������ ��������� ���� this collection is mary e coe s first
release of original short stories even though the stories are fiction they address situations that many families encounter love pain death struggle and ultimately forgiveness these are
tales of wonder strength and survival which speak to all walks of life f collyer reed introduces a rich cast of characters to explore how dysfunctional strangers driven by opportunity
or need engage in all types of sexual relationships murder drugs sex violence and betrayal it s all here in this era of political correctness where trash is king trash a collection of short
stories is adult fiction about sexual need without the window dressing of decency reed s rough and tumble characters live life as it comes without whining flinching or regret sex is nothing
more than raw white knuckled satisfaction and love is a foreign emotion in onica a man s obsession with an older woman turns explosive when she extracts revenge after hitting the glass
ceiling lester in love is about a man hitchhiking to nowhere walking meat with a name whose first experience with love might be his last in dreamland jake s sense of party ruins the lives of
those he comes into contact with in ilsa unusual sex for breakfast isn t on everyone s menu neither is it the main course in house of moltsa but sex is the end of the world for rain of death
and the twins sex is the ultimate irony in raucous behavior and smoking finish but par for the course in tractor foot collection edited by marilyn pesola a valuable contribution to
postcolonial and multicutural literature bruce bennett a candy box reveals a son s true feelings for his mother a fish sculpture creeps into a budding and healthy relationship a splint on a
music teacher s finger threatens to expose a secret objects can come to hold great power over life and the course it takes this collection of short stories explores the nuances of the
human experience as objects of sentimental value nostalgic appeal or cultural significance bear witness and shed light on all that remains unsaid a history of objects expertly demonstrates
the ways in which the inanimate are far from lifeless a collection of short stories not only incorporates storylines of love and modern problems evident in today s society but also
personal experiences of a miner s daughter author gillian fletcher edwards grew up in a mining family of the fifties and sixties from which many of her stories and life philosophies grew marged
evans is the story of two people who drifted apart marged allowed the breakup to affect her life but her receipt of a christmas card from her long lost lover changes everything the bully
is apt for people of every age and culture and will encourage people to deal with bullies in a healthy manner the annual outing is a reflection of the miners holidays when regardless of the
weather people in droves escaped the bleakness of mining life the cottage on the hill a monologue illustrates how people are often undervalued for their work and general loyalty passed
over for yes men the raindrop shows how people can change from being friendly to hostile when necessities are scarce fletcher edwards hopes that through her stories people will not forget
the struggles that miners families wherever in the world they live often experience ����������������������� ���� ������� ����� ���� ������� 1995�2� �������� �����
���������������������� �� ������ ��������������������� in a run down neighborhood in an unnamed city people live and die in the obscure whether anyone remembers the real
name of the derelict establishment is a mystery in this six story building most who occupy the rooms are long term residents though some stay for as little as an hour the patronage is an
eclectic group musicians writers addicts hookers lonely people poor people rich people once well off people and those who have reason to hide from their former lives or to escape the
demands of a disapproving and punishing society as shabby as the obscure is as long as its walls keep out the wind and the rain it remains a shelter a hideaway and a home for the many
bewildered souls hotel obscure is a collection of seventeen short stories that all take place in or around the the obscure while the stories stand alone they are to be read in order some
characters appear in multiple stories and sometimes a story will continue in an unexpected way the obscure is life it is death in the blink of an eye it may appear supernatural it is a place we
all visit whether metaphorically or physically at least once in our time on earth note from the author i write characters as i hear them speak to me some of these stories contain non
gratuitous expletives and sexual references if this is not to your liking please don t read this book thank you this carefully selected anthology contains witty humorous and entertaining
short stories by the classic authors mark twain oscar wilde sir arthur conan doyle saki and jack london essential vocabulary is explained for the advanced learner of english roll up roll
up for variety show take a seat the curtain will rise onto a dazzling dancing kaleidoscope of 34 short stories and 8 poems all for your delight they include murder mystery adventure
romance humour and much more a whole rainbow of colourful stories and poems allow your emotions to be stirred as you enter into the sadness of death the joy of new life and the sheer
absurdity of our world enjoy the diversity of the stories and poems written by a dyslexic author who thought she would never write she is thrilled to lift the curtain for you on variety
show my city upon a hill is a collection of short stories that explore the depth of human nature while journeying to find the essence of americana ��������������������� ��������
����������������� ����������� ����� �������������� ���������������� ������������������� ����� ��� ��� ���� ��������� ������� ��6������ ��
�������� short story collection by author includes a look at happily ever after homesick to tell the truth sixteen an american dream rick s tales the cruelest month april in bermuda
thirst the grace of a different choice through the dynamic interplay between memory and imagination stephen j groak explores his colorful childhood in 1970s west auckland new zealand in a
collection of twenty seven stand alone short stories with nigel sorenson as an alter ego groak experiments with pov in a hodgepodge of voices and tales that gel like the english style
breakfast bubble and squeak a meal traditionally made on a sunday morning from the leftovers of the previous evening s roast dinner from childhood loss terrifying visits to the primary
school murder house and huckleberry finn type adventures with sister mate helen to discoveries of american fast food the beatles sgt pepper s lonely hearts club band and women bubble n
squeak a collection of short stories offers teenage and adult readers a poignant and humorous portrait of a kiwi country boy s coming of age down under vester vade mecum a collection
of short fiction compiles a variety of important imaginative texts this book collects many enduring works of english literature featuring authors such as washington irving mary shelley
herman melville oscar wilde pauline hopkins stephen leacock howard phillips lovecraft and others plus the collection includes select fables by aesop and fairy tales by the brothers grimm
because such works are so foundational to the body of english literature that developed since this is a collection to delight educators and pupils alike virginia woolf s first short story
collection from 1921 contents a haunted house a society monday or tuesday an unwritten novel the string quartet blue and green kew gardens the mark on the wall �������������� �
����������30������� � �� �� ��� �� ����� ����������������� � ������������ ������������������� ������������������������������ eli thorpe is a
master of the short story genre his debut collection offers fourteen brilliant elegantly crafted tales that showcase his rich gift of storytelling keen sense of irony and unique style varied
in topic and tone these unforgettable stories provide something for just about every reader it was definitely odd remembering one s own death mitch thought so begins nothing personal the
story of a man determined to exact justice for his own murder in moonlight a man is haunted by a nightmare and a surreal otherworldly woman who threatens his safe everyday existence and
his budding office romance in the tree a young boy challenges himself to climb the same tree his father once climbed and finds himself in a precarious situation too high and with the sun about
to set just as he begins to panic the words of his father come back to him it s never completely dark the magician is the story of a man who loses his way while driving home after a long day
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at a mind numbingly boring seminar he s a practical man a realist but as he crests a hill he finally recognizes his surroundings a place that shouldn t exist a place he s only seen in dreams this
book is a collection of fiction short stories about people and their lives if you liked the stories of the first book the sun will rise tomorrow the second book hope is triumphant will appeal
to you the prominent feature of both books is the variety of stories the dominant theme in both books is hope the author william bill shymkiw draws on his experiences general knowledge and
above all his imaginations to create characters themes and settings that are unique to each story the settings are in different parts of the world but the focus is primarily on the areas of
western canada his characters are ordinary people who face trials challenges and tragedies yet rise above to show that the human spirit can be triumphant each story will evoke a
particular emotional response most stories will leave the reader with hope and feelings of gratitude this will be an affirmation that life can be joyful and beautiful randolph he calls my
name i still remember my name but my thoughts are receding and i m becoming unclear of much of the details of my life like a crystal ball filling with soot they re all leaving me the distant
past was first to go my childhood what my school looked like what i looked like my family my friends all being absorbed into this death that swallows me there are flashes of things before
they disappear though hand me down clothes two sizes too big falling off of my skinny arms and legs my hair growing long and awkward in places due to home haircuts then flash again gone
flash and then there s college now at the forefront where i met my wife ella i had friends whose names are now lost to me but she is there special different beautiful one of the rich riding
through college on parents money but she s not like the other women or even like me from the short story the affair portraits in the dark is a collection of nine tales that delve into the
darker side of human existence from a lonely man succumbing to the wiles of a mysterious female to a young woman confronted with her own possible insanity this compilation holds stories
that range from the literary to the traditionally macabre
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2000 Words

2013-10-02

this is the first collection of short stories published by sonya c dodd each tale is an exploration of the human character and looks at how the main character in each story reacts to
what is happening around them this collection contains a number of different genres

A First Collection of Short Stories

2015-03-23

in this collection of short stories i discuss many aspects of my years growing up sometimes in life we hear of the unusual lives of people s childhood and adolescence and we ask ourselves
how did people survive what you do not see is the treasure trove of experiences that shapes people s lives but it gives them a story to tell even though i grew up with a lot less than
others i do not think i was ever lacking there was much love around me and i am happy for the experiences it certainly shaped who i am in this book i honor my family and the sacrifices they
made for me to accomplish my goals in addition some of the stories enclosed in this book have been with me for a long time as i waited for the opportunity to share them with you learn about
the people you come in contact with everyday there are many textures and levels that make them who they are they have stories to tell too enjoy

Moments in Time

2012

thirty entertaining and mostly humorous short stories comprising life experiences in which we can all relate it reminds us that every day in our life is a unique experience and will not always
be a bunch of roses as you will find in this book there will be stories of good times and times to laugh about on other occasions there will be earthquakes in our life but also hope the
writer draws on experiences in new zealand zambia thailand england scotland switzerland and australia to write entertaining stories often with a surprise twist he captures the dramatic
moments in september and february when christchurch new zealand was rocked by two large earthquakes the author was nearby a six storey building which collapsed entombing 113
occupants an avid short story reader i thought these were brilliant and must be published the stories are not only told by brian but are brian reflecting his witty sometime subtle sense of
humour and play on words they are naturally thought provoking david r moore m prof studs dip mgt cert qa

The Oxford Book of Short Stories

1981

v s pritchett one of our greatest short story writers has chosen forty one stories from nine countries written in the english language for this volume producing a collection that
successfully displays the wealth and variety of an art that spans some 200 years the united states great britain and ireland have fine traditions of short story writing that have
developed from the time of sir walter scott and nathaniel hawthorne in the twentieth century the art was perfected by ernest hemingway d h lawrence w somerset maugham john updike and v
s pritchett himself other contributions in the book come from such masters as james joyce mark twain henry james rudyard kipling frank o connor h e bates william trevor and liam o flaherty
now the collection of short story masters extends to canadian indian new zealander and australian writers who show in the works included here the full range of invention and ability in a
genre that continues to flourish

The Writer's Art

1972

this is a collection of short stories and 10 minute plays by the author that have not been previously published
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Half-Life Stories

2018-06-10

����������������

�������

2001-03

reel stories is a collection of short stories nano and flash fiction the pieces range in length from 92 words to ten pages the title reflects not only the realism portrayed in the works but
also the way the stories unfold for the storyteller behind the eyes he watches these reels roll triggered by a phrase an image a memory he knows not where the story is going until it gets
there he writes to discover the story himself or perhaps as harper lee contends the author is engaging in a self exploratory operation that is endless an exorcism not necessarily of his
demon but of his divine discontent the storyteller hopes you will take the journey with him

Reel Stories

2019-04

i have no specific reason why i began writing short stories at the age of seventy five only a suspicion seventy five years is a very long time and one accumulates countless experiences many
of which lay dormant in ones mind until one day the people in those experiences begin to come together and you have no idea what to do with them they are just memories but there is a story in
each and every one of them even though it takes years to realize it so instead of just letting them sit in my old brain i began putting them together and the result is the collection of short
stories in this book i have no idea if they are interesting or not all i know is they could not stay in my mind any longer thank you for taking the time to read them

Looking @ Life

2015-07-09

the beach a collection of short stories is a work of literary fiction

The Beach

2016-03-21

������������� ����������������������� ������������ ��������������������������������������

������

2023-07-06

this collection of short stories is the craig family s bold step towards becoming writers all five of us hopefully anyway we will look back on this and say ah this is when it all started
for the past two years our family has been entering the writersweekly com 24 hour short story writing contest the contest occurs four times a year in the spring summer fall and winter
and consists of a provided thematic prompt a 24 hour deadline and a maximum word count this book is divided into two or three stories from each contest from fall 2016 to summer 2018
while the story lengths are short and tend to fall between 750 and 1 000 words they still need to convey engaging storylines believable characters and relatable themes whitman our
family artist has illustrated each chapter based on the prompt these are not all the stories we have written for the contest just the ones we liked the best
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Splitting Narratives

2018-12-22

short stories ranging from sci fi humor and horror based on various body parts

Body Parts

2005-04

richard is a recently retired loner who walks the short distance through the well manicured garden to the swimming pool as he has every day since moving to a villa as he swims in the early
morning hours a guatemalan gardener works nearby although the two men do not speak the same language they soon begin to enjoy the benefits of an uncomplicated companionship that
centers around the beauty and scent of flowers in a collection of eleven short stories rj stastny takes others on a poignant journey into a world of fact fiction and fantasy of love
unspoken and love lost magical dogs mysterious disappearances murder and international adventure it is finally time for terry davis to leave peru his friend roberto and the peace corps to
return home to teach at a small college but as a strange chain of events unfurls terry learns that roberto is not who he says he is and even worse yet that he no longer has control over
his own life every day we write our own stories the ones we are living and the others we live only in our dreams the long and short of it pulls from the author s own experiences
intertwining facts fiction and fantasy into eleven short tales that offer a fascinating glimpse into the lives of multiple characters facing diverse challenges and obstacles

The Long and the Short of It

2022-06-26

fragments explores various facets of humanity through eight short stories each of different subject matter but with a shared undercurrent of what can best be described as honest
humanness there s a gravedigger s uptake of a small favor for his brother a young boy teaching his friend how to survive in a haunted house and a valiant king s attempt to escape the
clutches of death there s also the arduous endeavor of a nameless boy to prove his existence and a young girl s tortured wait for her partner s return home the daughter of a scientist
uncovers why exactly the ocean waves while a defunct human does penance for calculated murder the collection then ends off with a rework of the author s first ever published short
which first appeared in literary magazine catch the moment a tale of how an invalid flees when his home is sieged dragging along with him the village leader and her trusted advisor fragments
is jachrys first self published collection of short stories his other works have appeared in numerous literary publications of which include catch the moment the writing cooperative the
ascent the bad influence storymaker and literally literary

Chinese Women Writers

1985

abha iyengar s the full platter is a serving of flash fiction these short short stories deliver the punch instantly much like how a puchka breaks in your mouth in a go releasing flavors that
fill you up you reach for one more wishing to experience the sour with the sweet the liquid with the solid everything that dissolves within you as you read one story after another the
themes are universal and the moments often specific these stories reflect life held under the microscope of flash and reveal much of what lies beneath the masks we wear every day the burdens
we carry the lives we don t live but wish to live these flash stories carry truths imbued with irony and often a certain kind of humor and will be relished long after the first read

Fragments

2020-11-22

���������������������12���� ��20������������ ��������� ����
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The Full Platter: a Collection of Short-short Tales

2021-07

this collection is mary e coe s first release of original short stories even though the stories are fiction they address situations that many families encounter love pain death struggle and
ultimately forgiveness these are tales of wonder strength and survival which speak to all walks of life

����������������

2018-08

f collyer reed introduces a rich cast of characters to explore how dysfunctional strangers driven by opportunity or need engage in all types of sexual relationships murder drugs sex
violence and betrayal it s all here in this era of political correctness where trash is king trash a collection of short stories is adult fiction about sexual need without the window
dressing of decency reed s rough and tumble characters live life as it comes without whining flinching or regret sex is nothing more than raw white knuckled satisfaction and love is a foreign
emotion in onica a man s obsession with an older woman turns explosive when she extracts revenge after hitting the glass ceiling lester in love is about a man hitchhiking to nowhere walking
meat with a name whose first experience with love might be his last in dreamland jake s sense of party ruins the lives of those he comes into contact with in ilsa unusual sex for breakfast isn
t on everyone s menu neither is it the main course in house of moltsa but sex is the end of the world for rain of death and the twins sex is the ultimate irony in raucous behavior and smoking
finish but par for the course in tractor foot collection edited by marilyn pesola

A Collection of Short Stories - Featuring: Figment of My Imagination

2017-06-09

a valuable contribution to postcolonial and multicutural literature bruce bennett

Trash

2004-05

a candy box reveals a son s true feelings for his mother a fish sculpture creeps into a budding and healthy relationship a splint on a music teacher s finger threatens to expose a secret
objects can come to hold great power over life and the course it takes this collection of short stories explores the nuances of the human experience as objects of sentimental value
nostalgic appeal or cultural significance bear witness and shed light on all that remains unsaid a history of objects expertly demonstrates the ways in which the inanimate are far from
lifeless

The Kissing

2001

a collection of short stories not only incorporates storylines of love and modern problems evident in today s society but also personal experiences of a miner s daughter author gillian
fletcher edwards grew up in a mining family of the fifties and sixties from which many of her stories and life philosophies grew marged evans is the story of two people who drifted apart
marged allowed the breakup to affect her life but her receipt of a christmas card from her long lost lover changes everything the bully is apt for people of every age and culture and will
encourage people to deal with bullies in a healthy manner the annual outing is a reflection of the miners holidays when regardless of the weather people in droves escaped the bleakness of
mining life the cottage on the hill a monologue illustrates how people are often undervalued for their work and general loyalty passed over for yes men the raindrop shows how people can
change from being friendly to hostile when necessities are scarce fletcher edwards hopes that through her stories people will not forget the struggles that miners families wherever in the
world they live often experience
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A History Of Objects

2022-02-12

����������������������� ���� ������� ����� ���� ������� 1995�2� �������� ��������������������������� �� ������ ���������������������

A Collection of Short Stories

2016-11-29

in a run down neighborhood in an unnamed city people live and die in the obscure whether anyone remembers the real name of the derelict establishment is a mystery in this six story building
most who occupy the rooms are long term residents though some stay for as little as an hour the patronage is an eclectic group musicians writers addicts hookers lonely people poor
people rich people once well off people and those who have reason to hide from their former lives or to escape the demands of a disapproving and punishing society as shabby as the obscure is
as long as its walls keep out the wind and the rain it remains a shelter a hideaway and a home for the many bewildered souls hotel obscure is a collection of seventeen short stories that
all take place in or around the the obscure while the stories stand alone they are to be read in order some characters appear in multiple stories and sometimes a story will continue in an
unexpected way the obscure is life it is death in the blink of an eye it may appear supernatural it is a place we all visit whether metaphorically or physically at least once in our time on
earth note from the author i write characters as i hear them speak to me some of these stories contain non gratuitous expletives and sexual references if this is not to your liking please don
t read this book thank you

Fourteen from Four

2005

this carefully selected anthology contains witty humorous and entertaining short stories by the classic authors mark twain oscar wilde sir arthur conan doyle saki and jack london
essential vocabulary is explained for the advanced learner of english

��������������

2000-02

roll up roll up for variety show take a seat the curtain will rise onto a dazzling dancing kaleidoscope of 34 short stories and 8 poems all for your delight they include murder mystery
adventure romance humour and much more a whole rainbow of colourful stories and poems allow your emotions to be stirred as you enter into the sadness of death the joy of new life and
the sheer absurdity of our world enjoy the diversity of the stories and poems written by a dyslexic author who thought she would never write she is thrilled to lift the curtain for you on
variety show

Hotel Obscure

2018-10

my city upon a hill is a collection of short stories that explore the depth of human nature while journeying to find the essence of americana

A Collection of Classic Short Stories

2010
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Variety Show: A collection of short stories and poems

2021-10-15

short story collection by author includes a look at happily ever after homesick to tell the truth sixteen an american dream rick s tales the cruelest month april in bermuda thirst the grace
of a different choice

My City Upon a Hill

2021-02-24

through the dynamic interplay between memory and imagination stephen j groak explores his colorful childhood in 1970s west auckland new zealand in a collection of twenty seven stand
alone short stories with nigel sorenson as an alter ego groak experiments with pov in a hodgepodge of voices and tales that gel like the english style breakfast bubble and squeak a meal
traditionally made on a sunday morning from the leftovers of the previous evening s roast dinner from childhood loss terrifying visits to the primary school murder house and huckleberry
finn type adventures with sister mate helen to discoveries of american fast food the beatles sgt pepper s lonely hearts club band and women bubble n squeak a collection of short stories
offers teenage and adult readers a poignant and humorous portrait of a kiwi country boy s coming of age down under

��������������

2005-07

vester vade mecum a collection of short fiction compiles a variety of important imaginative texts this book collects many enduring works of english literature featuring authors such as
washington irving mary shelley herman melville oscar wilde pauline hopkins stephen leacock howard phillips lovecraft and others plus the collection includes select fables by aesop and
fairy tales by the brothers grimm because such works are so foundational to the body of english literature that developed since this is a collection to delight educators and pupils alike

Thirst

2004-05-01

virginia woolf s first short story collection from 1921 contents a haunted house a society monday or tuesday an unwritten novel the string quartet blue and green kew gardens the mark
on the wall

Bubble 'n' Squeak

2020-06-11
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Classic Short Stories

1998

eli thorpe is a master of the short story genre his debut collection offers fourteen brilliant elegantly crafted tales that showcase his rich gift of storytelling keen sense of irony and
unique style varied in topic and tone these unforgettable stories provide something for just about every reader it was definitely odd remembering one s own death mitch thought so begins
nothing personal the story of a man determined to exact justice for his own murder in moonlight a man is haunted by a nightmare and a surreal otherworldly woman who threatens his safe
everyday existence and his budding office romance in the tree a young boy challenges himself to climb the same tree his father once climbed and finds himself in a precarious situation too high
and with the sun about to set just as he begins to panic the words of his father come back to him it s never completely dark the magician is the story of a man who loses his way while
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driving home after a long day at a mind numbingly boring seminar he s a practical man a realist but as he crests a hill he finally recognizes his surroundings a place that shouldn t exist a
place he s only seen in dreams

Vester Vade Mecum: A Collection of Short Fiction

2013

this book is a collection of fiction short stories about people and their lives if you liked the stories of the first book the sun will rise tomorrow the second book hope is triumphant will
appeal to you the prominent feature of both books is the variety of stories the dominant theme in both books is hope the author william bill shymkiw draws on his experiences general
knowledge and above all his imaginations to create characters themes and settings that are unique to each story the settings are in different parts of the world but the focus is primarily
on the areas of western canada his characters are ordinary people who face trials challenges and tragedies yet rise above to show that the human spirit can be triumphant each story will
evoke a particular emotional response most stories will leave the reader with hope and feelings of gratitude this will be an affirmation that life can be joyful and beautiful

Monday Or Tuesday

2014-05-02

randolph he calls my name i still remember my name but my thoughts are receding and i m becoming unclear of much of the details of my life like a crystal ball filling with soot they re all
leaving me the distant past was first to go my childhood what my school looked like what i looked like my family my friends all being absorbed into this death that swallows me there are
flashes of things before they disappear though hand me down clothes two sizes too big falling off of my skinny arms and legs my hair growing long and awkward in places due to home
haircuts then flash again gone flash and then there s college now at the forefront where i met my wife ella i had friends whose names are now lost to me but she is there special different
beautiful one of the rich riding through college on parents money but she s not like the other women or even like me from the short story the affair portraits in the dark is a collection of
nine tales that delve into the darker side of human existence from a lonely man succumbing to the wiles of a mysterious female to a young woman confronted with her own possible insanity
this compilation holds stories that range from the literary to the traditionally macabre

������������

2021-08

Sammlung

1985-01-01

The Weight of Deeds

2011-12

Hope is Triumphant

2021-08-05
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Portraits in the Dark

2006-08
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